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Two players leave basketball team

May 1,2009
Volume 103. Issue 150
WWWBGVIEWSCOM

WFAL makes
transitions
online

Redshirt junior Niki McCoy leaves after her scholarship was not renewed, while
freshman Victoria McGowan leaves University in pursuit of more game time

WFAL Falcon
Radio has begun

By Andrew Hamer

reestablishing itself

Sports Editor

as an online radio
station | Page 3

Niki
McCoy
and
Victoria
McCiowan have left the lalcon

There is never
a dull moment!

women's basketball program,
coach Con Miller announced

Travel columnist
Alison Kemp had a
few surprises this week
in Austria when she
started having to avoid
stepping on slugs and
monitoring her Internet
usage | Page 4

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
IEAVIN': Ma McCoy, a redshirt |unior. has decided lo leave the women's basketball team after
learning ha scholarship was noi renewed for the ne»t school year. It is unknown if this 6 because of an

Mother nature
says it best

ncident f March where she was cited lor operating a vehicle under the influence and open contain*

yesterday.
McCoy, a redshirt junior, decided to leave the program alter
being informed her scholarship
would not he renewed for the
2009-10 academic year.
She was given the opportunity
to remain on the roster as a nonscholarship player, hut dec lined.
"We are disappointed that Niki
has elected not l<> play for us next
season, hut we wish her well as
she works toward finishing her
degree," Miller said in a written

statement.
McGowan, a freshman, left the
team on her own terms following
a season in which she only played
in a little over half the teams
games
She does plan to transfer to
another school, and Miller said
he is helping her through the

transfer process.
"I am actively helping Victoria
search for a new opportunity
as she seeks additional playing
time.'' Miller said in a written
statement. We ail wish her well
in her future endeavors."
McCoy, who transferred from
Akron before lite 2007-08 season.
played one season for the falcons
averaging 13.2 points and 5.5
rebounds per game in her 31 con-

tests (21 starts).
She was suspended for three
games on March It) following a
Citation she received March 4 for
two counts ol operating a vehicle
under the influence and having

an open container of liquor in her
vehicle.
Junior |en llhl replaced McCoy
in the starting lineup for the
remainder of the season and is
the favorite to continue the role
nexl season.
I here is no indication that
incident was the reason McCoy's
scholarship was not renewed.
McGowan came to the Falcons
as a player Miller had high hopes
BASKETBALL I Page 2

Columnist Jason Kane
believes that people

State depositories
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After losing two games

on materials, books
By Heather Linder
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ANOTHER

With a new Segway on the force,
campus police are becoming more mobile
By Kelly M.tx
Campus Editor

Who was your
favorite celebrity of
the school year?

MICHAEL GOINGS
Freshman. Musical Theater
"Kanye West, because
his beats make me feel
so fresh" | Page 4

I

TODAY
AM Clouds/PM Sun
High: 68. Low. 41

: ■

I

TOMORROW
Cloudy
High: 61. Low: 46

k

"Our depositories

Students looking to stir scandals or curious campus
capers beware: The University Police have a Segway.
A Segway is a two-wheeled, self-balancing transportation device, according to www.scgw-ay.com. It
can IK' used in any terrain or pedestrian environment,
except stairs. It is lightweight and runs off electricity
through a I ithium-lon battery as opposed to fuel
Sgt. John Shumaker, of the University Mice, said
this particular Segway wasn't being used when it was
donated roughly two years ago. Bonnie Fink, director
of the Center for Teaching & Learning had it at the
time and handed it over for police use.
"I think it was just sitting in a closet somewhere,''
Shumaker said. "When we got it we had to have the
tires filled and take it to the Segway store in Toledo for
a system upgrade."
I le said the Segway would be perfect for the campus because it is lightweight, can operate on grass or
sidewalk, through doors and even on elevators, making it handy for the diverse buildings.
It can also travel up to 12 mph, so if there was an
instance where they would have to chase someone,
they could maneuver and catch up much easier than
on ioot or in a vehicle.
"I have seen videos where police have used a
Segway to direct traffic, because they are about nine
inches higher and easy to see," Shumaker said. "I think
that would help us during events where we can look
above everyone and make for easier patrol."
lie added when the two-wheeled saroterwasgiven.
it wiis an instance of traincr-training-the-trainer. in
which link would teach him to use it and he would
then teach a select few officers.
The officers could either volunteer to brave the
Segway, or the foot and cruiser patrols would be
trained. The bike officers would remain only bike offiOBSTACLES: During the winter. Shumaker
cers, Shumaker said.
"We have put so much time, money and effort into practiced indoors with cones and chairs.
See SEGWAY | Page 2

The NortInvest Ohio Regional
Book Depository has found itself
in a bind.
Atwood | u)ean of Libraries
The Depository, an ofl cam
pus storage facility that houses
high-value, low-use materials Atwood, pays for the titles and
from the University and the ships a large portion of them to
University of Toledo libraries, is African countries iii need.
quickly running out of space.
Burying the books or throwIn order to combat the situ- ing them in a dumpster is not an
ation, library and depository option. Atwood said.
administrators are developing
"We'll continue to look at placa plan to eliminate superfluous- es that will recycle or repurpose
ness.
materials lo places that need
Located in I'errysburg, the l hem." Bushong said. "We spend
Northwest
Ohio
Regional a lot of time analyzing what kind
Depository is one of five deposi- of materials we have and who
tories in the state of Ohio. They could best use them so we never
are all funded by the Ohio Board make real snap judgments about
of Regents to facilitate nearby the materials we have."
public institutions. According to
While some students may
the Associate Dean of libraries currently be unaware of deposiat the University Sara Bushong, tories' existence, Atwood and
the elimination process will be Bushong are confident the
collaborative effort among all changes in the works will make
five depositories.
research easier and better serve
"It is a statewide endeavor, all library patrons.
... and we see that continuing
Besides just keeping the
and having more conversations depositories from becoming
together," she said.
overcrowded, future plans will
According to the Dean of allow more journals to be turned
libraries at the University
See BOOKS | Page 2
Thomas Atwood. the deposito-

full in the state."

ries will be working to cut each
individual volume down to
three copies: one lor circulation,
one for scanning and one for t he
archives taking into account all
oft he universities in Ohio, there
could be seven or eight copies of
a single volume, he said.
"Our depository's are pretty
much full In the state," Atwood

said.

"That's

problematic

because the original goal of the
Ohiol.INK program statewide
was to not only build a very good
way to share resources bul a way
that we wouldn't have to add
additional bricks onto academic
libraries."
In addition to clearing space,
the
depository administrators will also take on the task
of determining the fate of the
discarded books. Though no
decisions have been made yet,
donating the books could be
considered.
In the past, the University
has donated duplicate copies to Better World Books, an
organization that, according to

THE PROBLEM:
According to Thomas Atwood. the
dean of Libraries at the University,
the depositories will be working to
cut each individual volume down
lo three copies: one lor circulation,
one lor scanning and one for the
archives. Taking into account all of
the universities in Ohio, there could
be seven or eight copies of a single
volume, he said.

THE SOLUTION:
'Our depository's are pretty much
full in the state." Atwood said.
"That's problematic because the
original goal of the OhioLINK
program statewide was to not only
build a very good way to share
resources but a way that we wouldn't
have to add additional bricks onto
academic libraries."

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BASKETBALL BLOTTER
From Page 1
for, saying at one point, she
was possibly the best natural
point guard on his squad.
However, McGowan found
herself as the ihird point guard
in the rotation behind starting
sophomore Tracy Pontius and
fellow freshman lessica Slagle.
McGowan only played in 16
games, the fewest of everyone
on the team, averaging four
minutes a game and scoring a
total of 16 points.
Her season highlight came
against Central Michigan in
the quarterfinals of the MAC

Tournament when Pontius
KELLY METZ

DOWNWARD SLOPE: The Segway r> not only mado (01 siratghi planes but can also be taken down ramps, through narrow hallways
and even on elevators. It is powered by using dilfeient settings, and typically tor feats such as the ramp, the slowest setting is what is necessary. Sgt John Shumaker said Even on rainy day like yesterday, it wasn't too slippery for the Segway.

SEGWAY
From Page 1

hike patrolling, so they'll probably
just stick to the two regular bike
wheels instead of the Segway,"
he said.
Shumaker said the eost benefits also outweigh the negatives.
The Segway runs off electricity
and for every hour it charges—to
reach its full battery life — it can
nin for over 12 hours. If it were
to run off gas like a regular car, it
would gei anywhere from 400 to

5(H) miles per gallon.
Not only is this mode of transportation environmentally friendly, but user-friendly as well, even
though Shumaker was weary of
the concept of weight control.
"It's weird the first rime you get
on, because standing with exact
weight and balance is hard to
experience unless your feet are
on the ground."
But I'ink trained him on the
two-wheeled scooter and gave
him a lot of homework on how
to train other officers and how to
maneuver and most importantly,
to control bis balance to keep
from crashing the device.

"You have to respect the

KtllY MEIZ

'ME H" Ml AS

machine, or else it can lie K.IIK
tricky,'' Shumaker said. "You have
lo learn how to shift your weight
the right way. place your feet in
the right s|xit or you'll just move
all over the place."
Shumaker said keeping one's
feel in the right place is a feat in
which some officers may have
some problems.
"I think the toughest problem
in training will be showing them
how to keep balance and keep
them from shifting their weight

who sees il asks if they can ride it.
And I let students iry it out, safely
of course, to show that it is fairly
easy vile and inform the community what new things we're
trying. It's the best marketing tool
we've had."
Shumaker said that even
though the reaction from students regarding the Segway is fun
and lighthearted. it is still a police
tool and should lie taken seriously.
Kden
I lalter,
sophomore.

This thing can go pretty last, bin
luckily, there an' safeguards on
it so l am confident we will get
through training."
Shumaker said he discovered
one safeguard when he was backing up too quickly
"It started clicking really loud
and that'sthe Segway sway of telling yi in, you are going too fast!"'
When practicing during the
winter, he used to offices in the
Commons building and set up
his own obstacle course using
chairs and orange police cones,
he said. But on nice days, be liked
taking the Segway for a campus
stroll to see student reactions.
"Movies liketlie'l'aul Ulan'one
make the Segway look geeky,"
Shumaker said. "But everyone

agreed
"I'd be afraid I'd gel run over
because the police have a hard
time maneuvering on bikes, it
has to be harder on a Segway,"
she said. "I'd still lake them seriously, though, because they are
the police bin at first glance, it'd
be funny to see."
Sophomore Megan Ryan said
she would laugh if she saw a
police officer on a Segway, hut
wouldn't mess with them because
they an' at a higher elevation and
have wheels.
But
fellow
Sophomore
Dominique Cammon said he
wouldn't lie able to take thepobce
Segway seriously at all.
"It's like a scooter, and it's silly
and doesn't show authority." he

AN OPEN DOOR: Sgt John Shumaker
didn I have any issues gettaxj through the door
on his own wMe still controlling the Segway
slid. "Students an' more likely to
try to get away from them but it
may help a little bit. I think I can
run faster than a Segway."
Shumaker said being a nearfoot taller than the student and
the speeds the Segway can reach
should be reason enough'" continue to deter crimes and misbehavior from students,
We're police, this is just another avenue we're exploring and if
this takes off, over the nexi few
years I'd love lo get more and
with the sustainable energy and
COS) benefits. I think it'll be great
lo have a Segway patrol force."
he said.
And as far as he knows, Hi iwling
Green is the only universit) in
Ohio which has explored ibis
option.
We're trendsetting," be said.
The Segway may he oul during move-out and move in week
ends, depending on the weather,
so he can help direct the heavy
traffic and assist where be can.
And for those interested in
purchasing their own Segway.
Shumaker said it is still a motorized vehicle. A license is still
needed and students and residents can still gel a 1)1)1 on the
Segway.

wenl out early with foul trouble and Slagle was out with an
injury.
In that game, McGowan
scored six points in 12 minutes.

TUESDAY
APRIL 28
1:04 P.M.
Complainant reported someone filmed
a video under false pretense and put
it on the internet in Kreischer Darrow.
Police advised the subject to take the
video off the Web and apologize to
the complainant.
3:31 P.M.
Complainant reported a verbal argument between another driver about
their driving on College Drive
8:07 P.M.
Complainant reported four students
possibly smoking marijuana at the
Student Rec Center. Students were
smoking cigarettes.
11:26 PM.
Adrian Velez. of Galloway. Ohio, was
cited for possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia in Kohl Hall.

WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 29

BOOKS
From Page 1

into electronic documents
that can be sent directly to a
requesting person's computer,
eliminating heavy volumes
from ever reaching a reader's
hands.
Stephen Charter, head of
thi'University library archives,
works daily with processing
and arranging the library's
current archives, as well as
establishing records retention
schedules for various departments on campus. Charter
believes all changes being
made will be positive.
"We are preserving the
past for the future in a more
efficient manner," he said.
"Unfortunately, you can not
possibly please everyone."
As the University continues to work with surrounding colleges and deposilories
to best steward and maintain
ils literary resources, officials
promise that high-use materials, such as textbooks, will not
see reductions,
"We think that there's some
major changes underway,"
Alwood said. "But really we're
not getting away from the
original design of the depository program, which is to have
enough of this seldom-used
material, because we're not
talking about l he things going
out the door all the time, just
assuring that we have access
into perpetuity."

9:23 AM.
Complainant reported two bikes, both
valued at $125. were stolen off the front
porch of a home on Lehman Avenue
2:55 P.M.
Complainant reported they she bst
her wallet.
6:54 P.M.
Complainant reported her X-Box. Wii
and laptop computer were stolen from
her unlocked residence on Cardinal
Road.
11:47 P.M.
Thomas Brown. 21. of Hkksville, Ohio,
was cited for possession of manjuana
after he was seen in the Wood County
Library parking lot with a plastic baggie
containing 2.75 grams of manjuana.

THURSDAY
APRIL 30
2:41 A.M.
Abygail Frankel. 18. of Averill Park. NY.
and Olivia Neuhard. 18. of Birmingham.
Mich, were cited for underage drinking
after they were seen jaywalking across
East Wooster Street. When stopped
by officers, both girls smelled strongly
of an alcoholic beverage and Neuhard
admitted to consuming a lemonadetype drink with liquor in it

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Congratulations,
We appreciate your commitment
and wish you good luck in the future!

Management Inc.

Student Housing

meccabg.com

WINTHROPTERRACE &
SUMMIT TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road 1 419 3b? 913S I winthl

wwww.winthtoplerrace.com

534 S. College $920 1
532 Elm St. $850 1
217 S. College $610 '

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

1
j

• Three/Four bedroom
duplexes and houses

ilmim

CAMPUS
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GET A LIFE

WFAL Falcon Radio
enhances its station

CALENDAR Of EVENIS
Seme writs lalen from evenhbgsucdu

9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Book Buy Back
228 Union ■ Multipurpose Room

ByEriclWd

of Edward Whipple, vice president
of student affairs. The station got
upgraded from analog to digital, got
Qiange lias been the theme of the a new masterboard, new cabinets
[last year, and its no different for carpeting and new microphones.
WFAL Falcon Radio
Ehrbar sees the whole year as a
The campus station cut ties with success.
Not only was the station able to
its AM broadcasting at the beginning of the school year and became successfully transfer from an AM
a Web primary station, or one station to a Web primary station,
that broadcasts primarily on the but it was also successful in gaining
Internet
more exposure.
Falcon Radio launched a brand
The station was able to be pronew Web site, lalconradio.org, on moted through a couple of different
April 13 to help them become one ways. One of those ways was by
of the fastest growing college radio providing the majority of the enter
stations in Ohio.
tainment for CampusFest during
The Web site received around the fall semester.
13,000 hits from Sept 8,2008, until
Another promotion that the statoday, whereas with the okJ format tion ran was Hip-Hopand Hennessy
the site received only around 2,000 Thursdays at Nate and Watty's
hits.
Eishbowl downtown. Both events
"It was absolutely essential to were played by Dl LimeUghtz. one
enhance the services provided by ofWFALs premiere Disaccording to
the Web site." WFAl. Falcon Radio Kemon "Chi-Town's Finest" lames,
President Rich FJirbar said.
the station's hip-hop director.
Ehrbar said the format changed
It has also hasted events like
because the AM frequency the sta- Ifciffic |am, which is where people
tion used was so low-powered that showed up in green, yellow or red
it could not even be heard on cam- clothing to indicate their relationpus.
ship statuses, which not only helped
To help facilitate this change
See WFAL | PageS
WFAL received approximately
S 16,000 in extra funds with the help
Reporter

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #12: Joe Meiser
Exhibit
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

8 am llrjm
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

'1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
BIG Bash
Anderson Arena

2.30 3 30 p.m.
College of Musical Arts
Honors and Awards
Program
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

6-!0prr
Women's Basketball
Awards Banquet
202A Union • Lenhart Grand
Ballroom

8- 9 p.m.
New Worlds?
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.

Ballroom dance
classes to be
offered May 11
By Jtsptr Baklwrs
Reporter
BB00KE MOrt I I HE K, NEWS

created by Genevieve Waller
who is a doctoral student in
the Visual and Cultural Studies
Program at the University of
Rochester and is on display

Continuing & Extended
Education has made it possible for anyone to dance like
a star.
The program is offering
ballroom dancing and other
classes starting from May 11
to May 20.
According to the program's
Web site. "Community education offers classes for young
people and adults." The classes
are related to art, career skills
and physical activities.
Rapheal Griffin, who teaches
the dance classes, said she will

See ART! Page 5

See DANCE | Page S

COLORFUL Pholograms hung on (he walls of the gallery were the main focus of Waller's
a'l installation. Waller likened the images left on the photograms to footprints of objects

installation grabs attention
with eye-popping color
By Eric R.td
Reporter

Fake fur, lots of color and photograms are on display at the
Union's Art Gallery.
The art installation "Ev'ry
Night About This Time" was

Campus Solutions
Quick Reference
Web Page Available
iX "*

Class Registration

wj

Advising Information
Financial Aid Information

JuiBffllfc
H^^'

& 9TPI

Bursar Billings
Grade Submission

these are all processes that are seeing changes as a result
of the BG@100 project to implement Compus Solutions (CSS)
as the university's new student administration system

to quickly see how this project will import you
os o Sludenl/Facully/Stofl member
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/cio/catnpussolutions.hlml

H f^k
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FORUM

"Movies like the Paul Blart one make the segway look geeky. But
everyone who sees it asks if they can ride it. And I let students try it
out... It's the best marketing tool we've had."
- Sgt John Shumaker on the new police segway [see story pg. 1].
Friday, May 1.2009 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Obarfta. because
he's the new presi-

Who was your favorite celebrity of the school year??
"Will Ferretl. because
he makes me laugh."

dent"

"Dick Hoffman,

"Kanye West

because he's

because he's every-

inspirational."

where I look."

fe

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor

JESSICA PATRICK.
Sophomore.
English/Women's Studies

Life lessons taught by a lake
JASON KANE
LOLUMNIST

Lake Erie is a vast hole in the
Karth. stretchitig241 miles east
to west and 57 miles south to
north. It's filled with trillions of
gallons of fresh water. Along its
shorelines are scattered beaches composed of sand, rock,
wood and various debris items.
In Northeast Ohio, along the
lake's coast, lies an immaculate beach. The beach is home
to hundreds of seagulls, fish
that swim armless beneath
the water's surface and human
inhabitants with shelters nearby. However, it's more than just
a place, more than just a location on a map. It's a spiritual
dimension in which nature's
more mysterious beauties are
expressed.
Throughout the year, the
lake's conditions gradually
change. A spirit taking on new
form with each passing season,
the lake fluctuates to the pulse
of Mother's beating heart,
spontaneously and freely.
Nearby inhabitants could
learn from this change. They
could take the lake's adaptability as a guide by which to live.
This impermanence the lake so
honorably demon st rates a I lows
the body of water to ride into
the future free of clinging onto
what's left behind. If humans
begin to understand this magical operation, perhaps they too

could be granted the ability
to live harmoniously with the
ways of the world.
During the summer months,
the lake gets its most attention.
The air is warm. The water is
blue. The trees are lively and
green. One could make a visit
to the beach and relax for hours
amid the fair weather, admiring the wave's constant undulations as they crash ashore.
But what most visitors fail to
recognize is that a wondrous
transformation is in its very
process.
As the days turn to weeks
and as time moves forward,
the lake refuses to be stagnant.
With a new season approaching, the lake exists with open
and welcoming arms as not a
slave to the natural order, but
as an agreeing participant.
Fall is when temperatures
begin to drop. Leaves from the
trees change color and grow
brittle and feelings of winter
slowly creep from the North.
By this time, although inhabitants have mostly ended
their visits .the lake remains a
thriving natural body, in close
accordance with the laws of
the Earth, Soon thin layers of
ice begin to harden, and winter
will settle in for its long stay.
As this transformation
remains on course, the lake
refuses to look back. It simply
accepts the future as it unfolds
without a care or worry in its
long and expansive body.
Again, humans could learn
from this. For instance, as particular situations may be unde-

Bipartisanship not
our biaaest concern
By Harry Zollan
The Alestle
Bipartisanship is one thing people
always strive for, yet it ultimately
unravels at any sign of discomfort
It'sakevwordnowin mainstream
[xrfitks. From NBC FOX and ABC
one will certainly find a senator or
representative reaming the opposite party for refusal to cooperate.
"Bipartisanship is dead." they say
"The other party does not listen to
who we have to say." It's a tragedy,
a conundrum, an end to what was
supposed to be good about this
administration, because no one
party or person Is willing to cooperateMost politicians we see now are
iiuick to show their face on television to tear their opponents a new
one
That's why you see people like
Rush Limbaugh gaining so much
popularity, because they haw mastered the an of infuriating the "other
side."
So then the question is why are
they angry enough to anger others?
They woent wronged to any major
degree. They either were attacked
or offended by someone else who
was in their position with a big of
attention
The egos of these people astound
me. Seriously, they should get over
themselves.
I thought with this past election,
we would have chosen people who

could figure out that they're representing their entire state, not the
hundred or so who follow them
religiously and feed into their egos.
All of this culminates into die
particular predicament we're in
now. For a little less than a decade
of the "With or Against Me" politics,
we find ourselves with politicians
who seem to forget what it was like
in fifth grade, or kindergarten even.
We share this country, not daim
it "mine" Heck. "This land is \our
lai id; this land is my land.... This
land was made for you and me."
There is too much yammering in
Washington as weD as other forms
of politics, too much ego and "righteousness'' to boot After these first
hundred days of this administration
and Congress, everyone is agreeing
this is the time for progress,- yet we
always find our feet in the mud I
say let's finally realize that attacks
do nothing but devolve us. That
is the way we can find bipartisanship: stop finding faults and find die
common ground
The problem with that is these
politicians are blind to the common ground So then I ask you
politicians who happen to catch
a college newspaper why not do
what we elected you to do and fix
our country's biggest problem, you?
look yourself in the mirror, take
some time and meditate and realize that you are the problem and
can become the solution, lust kxJc
to the middle of the aisle.

THE BG NEWS
FREDDY HUNT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

TROY BOWMAN.
Freshman.
Film Production

ERIN BURK,
Freshman,
Special Education

ZACK RUSSELL.
Freshman.
Political Science

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

WALKING IS STILL HONEST

sirable and of great nuisance,
there's hardly reason to fret.
Soon enough, the conditions
will gradually shift and things
will change. Like the lake
changing from one season to
the next, humans could ride
the wave of life being assured of
its ongoing impermanence.
In the heart of winter, all is
white. Looking across the frozen waters of the lake's surface, inhabitants could witness
the enigmatic barrenness of
the scene. Perhaps they could
relate this current state to the
one they long ago perceived
and cherished during summer.
If, during the visit, they begin
to understand how this drastic transformation came to be,
perhaps they could apply it to
their individual lives and live
more closely to the natural
world's underlying order.
Following the long and cold
months of winter, hope begins
to appear from the darkness.
Wildlife awakens and leaves
slowly begin to sprout from tree
branches.
As the spring season arrives,
temperatures grow warmerand
snow turns to slush — more
wondrous transformation to be
admired. Spring affords nature
the chance to rejuvenate and
start anew. In lull and persistent force, the might of spring
takes its course, ultimately rebeginning the cycle of the seasons openly and freely.
— Respond to IIIMHI at
llienews@bgHews.com.

KEITH PAKIZ | THE BG NEWS

TravelirT the Globe:
What happens in Austria... only happens in Austria

SALZBURG, Austria — In
Ohio when it rains in the
spring, the sidewalks are covered with worms. Here, things
are a bit different, considering I haven't seen a worm yet.
Instead, our sidewalks are
populated with slugs.
As I was hurrying to class
yesterday afternoon, I dodged
at least 10 of them because I
couldn't bear to step on one.
The other recent development here that is something
quite different from life at
Bowling Green is three of the
student residences, including the building I live in, now
have a limited amount of
Internet usage.
1 found out about this two
Thursdays ago when I opened
Firefox and was faced with a
login page I didn't know how
to use. What a fun thing to
wake up to! And then later

k

we found out our Internet
usage will be tracked, as there
is only a limited number of
uploads and downloads per
person.
But just before 1 started
writing this column, Firefox
crashed and had to restart.
It restarted without my login
page, and it is now nowhere
to be found.
Now I have no way of checking how much Internet I've
used, so some day in May I
just won't be able to use the
Internet any more because
I will have unknowingly
maxed-out my monthly
usage.
Oh, how I love Austria —
especially my housing.
I really don't want to complain about things like this
Internet situation, though.
And don't suggest to me, "Oh,
well, just go to the Union and
use its 24-hour lab," because
neither a Union nor a 24-hour
lab exist here.
Things like these, though,
make my experience here all
the more memorable, and
they definitely make good

stories to tell.
Another good story is the
roommate I had for one week
at the beginning of April. She
arrived while I was in class, so
1 returned to foreign luggage
in my room, and of course I
had taken over the other side
of the room so I had to remove
all the things I had nicely
organized for my parents.
When I finally met her
later, I learned she spoke
no German and a tiny bit of
English, so communicating
wasn't really that easy, especially when she spoke to me
in Italian. She did manage to
explain that she was going to
study in the law college, but
later found out she couldn't
take the entrance exam, probably because we were already
one month into the summer
semester.
She left a week after arriving, saying she'd return when
she was given permission
to study here. I really can't
imagine permission will be
granted, and since I think she
paid for the room through
June, I think I am in the clear

for a roommate-free May and
June.
Another "only in Austria"
experience is shopping at
Aldi, except in Austria it is
called Hofer.
At home, Aldi always has a
weird reputation, especially
since they don't have bags,
you have to make a deposit for
a buggy and they don't accept
credit cards. And then, consider their product selection.
Not only do they have food,
but there is always a selection of non-grocery items like
clothing, electronics and garden supplies that make such
an odd collection.
Here, Hofer fits right in.
Grocery stores don't offer
plastic bags for free, you have
to bag your own groceries
and paying with cash is the
way most people go. I've quit
thinking it's weird that they
offer such an eclectic variety
of products, as it's not going
to change.
— Respond to Alison at
thenews@ibgnews.com.
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STUDYING FOR SPRING SEMESTER FINALS
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CRUNCH TIME: Sophomore B<anca Hicks finds solace on the fourth floor of the Union, and with finals right around the comer, studying and preparation is key for her

ART
From Page 3
until tomorrow.
Waller took a unique
approach to creating this
exhibit.
"For this exhibition, I wanted to alter the gallery space
in the manner of an interior
decorator," she said.
She accomplished this by
covering the walls of the gallery in fake fur. Waller used
the fake fur as a campy aesthetic, which is something
that she draws on in her work
as an artist, she said.
"The bright fur on the walls
brought me in, but I liked
the bigger mirror-like things
with the fabric," sophomore
Kristine Kohler said.
The mirrors that looked like
they had fabric in them were
in fact photograms. the basis
of the entire installation.
Photograms are photographs created by placing
objects on photographic paper.

exposing the ensemble to light
and processing the paper in
photographic chemistry.
There are photograms of
small objects, like paper clips
and pins, as well as larger
objects.
The title of the installation
comes from a 1943 song by
The Ink Spots, who were an
African-American musical
group. The song's lyrics and
performance are about lost
love and longing, and this is
somethingthatisimportantto
making photograms because
a sort of loss occurs when one
is made, Waller said.
"The object that was once
there, touching the photographic paper is gone and
what is left is kind of trace
image, like a footprint," she
said.
The color and the installation was a bit of a sensory
overload for one student.
"It's the most intense installation they've had. It's over
the top intense," senior Mark
Gorey said.

tal skills of martial arts. The
style Hasenfratz follows is an
American style—the United
From Page 3
Karate Style.
"IThe studentsl will develop
showcase basic ballroom dance
steps as seen in the waltz, tango their eye-hand coordination,''
and fox trot. Besides ballroom he said. "They will also learn
dancing, participants may also the history of karate."
When the students get proattend stained glass workshops
moted to an intermediate or
and karate classes.
During the stained glass expert, they will learn to use
workshop, Steve Noblet will the different techniques, not
teach students how to make a only individually, but together.
window panel or garden orna- Hassenfratz said. During the
ment. Constructing stained classes, attendees will use their
glass windows is very time con- "fighting" skills during sparring,
suming, and during the first or a light contact light.
evening students learn how to
But the classes are not just to
cut the glass. The second eve- learn how to become a fighter.
ning consists of putting the cut Hasenfratz said.
"The students who follow
glass together.
"Everybody can follow my the expert classes also need to
classes," Noblet said. "I had 12- teach," Hasenfratz said. "It is
year-old boys to 80-year-old important for me to not only do
karate, but also pass the skills to
ladies."
Mm Hasenfratz will teach another generation."
For more information,
karate for adults in three different levels: beginner, inter- those interested should visit
mediate and expert. During the Continuing & Extended
the beginner classes, students Education Web site at Imp://
will leant the basic fundamen- ccc.bgsu.edu.

DANCE

1045 N. Main 7B
419-353-5800
info@meccabg.com

Management Inc.
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WFAL
From Page 3
with promotions but raised money
WFAL has came a long way
according to lames.
"I came in when it was little to
nothing In 2006, there was no hiphop" lames said.
I lip-hop now consists of approximately SO percent of the station's
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programming and fills the primetime slot from 8 p.m. to 12 am
Monday tf trough Friday.
The new president-elect for
the 2009-2010 school year, junior
loshua "Smilez" Wilbom. is hopeful
for the future.
I want to do more collaborations with other organizations on
campus," Hllhnm said. "And make
sure we leave a mark on campus by
doing bigger and better events."
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Wiemer named
Athlete of the Week

^^

BG's Hayley Wiemer was
named Mid-American
Conference Female Scholar

■ t

■ft *

Athlete of the Week yesterday. Wiemer holds a 4.00
GPA and had a 1.52 ERA over

i

the last week. She was also
named Player of the Week
earlier this week.

^^B i

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

ETHAN MAGOC

HiBGNEWS

BIG HITTER:' J. Blanton las been one of the moie consistent Falcon hitters this season
and will look to finish the season strong this weekend.

!

1HF.BGMWS

IS THIS THE END?: W tn a poor showing this weekend. Hayley Wiemer's Falcon career
could be over. However, if the team does well she will continue playing through the playoffs

BG News Sports Blog for
continued coverage of your
favorite Falcon sports teams.
Visit the blog this weekend
for live blogs of some baseball
games as well as any updates
regarding the women's bas-

Finishing off the MAC

ketball players who left the
team and football.
www.bgnewssports.com

TODAY

BG to close out regular
season against MAC East
By Sean Shapiro

Reporter

Softball
at Central Michigan; I p.m.
Baseball

vs. Ohio: 3 pm
Men's Golf
at MAC Championships; all-day
Softball
.it Central Michigan; 3 p.m.

TOMORROW
Baseball
»s Ohio; 1 p.m.
Softball
■ -n Michigan; 2 p.m.
Men's Golf
ponships; all-day

SUNDAY

Thanks to a seven-run fourth
inning by Noire Dame. BG's losing streak was extended to two
games in South Bond, hid., on
Wednesday evening.
The Falcons scored three
runs in both the first and sixth
innings. However, the real nl
the way they Could only muster
up two hits against three Notre
Dame pitchers.
"From an offensive stand point
we had a couple chances to
add to that lead, and we simply
didn't. I feel that allowed Notre
Dame to stay in the game and
eventually take over," said coach
Dannv Schmitz.

In the opening inning, liei
picked up runs on the strength
of a Tyler Elkins single to load the
bases, and one batter latei reigning Mid-American Conference
Player of the Week Derek Spencer
brought home the runners on a
single.
Four innings later the Irish
look control of the game chasing BG starter Kyle Atkinson
from the game with a sevenrun fourth. The first eight batters reached base, and on the
strength of six hits, Notre Dame
picked up a lead they would
never surrender.
BG did add three more runs
..BASEBALL!

87

Baffert
back at
Kentucky
Derby

Falcons take to Michigan to
finish out regular season
By Christopher Rambo

Toledo at weekend's end, the
Falcons, by virtue of owning
the tie-breaker, would be in.
It's now or never for the BG soft- However, should BG end up
ball team as they travel north tied with Buffalo, they would
this weekend to face Central need Kent State to win the No.
Michigan in a doublcheader 1 seed.
If this were to happen, the
today, before squaringoff against
Eastern Michigan in a two game Falcons would be in due to having a better record against the
series tomorrow and Sunday.
The Falcons (11-29,6-13) enter Golden Flashes than the Bulls.
the weekend locked in a three- However, if the two teams are
way tie with Toledo and Buffalo tied and Miami gets the No. 1
for the eighth and final spot in seed, then Buffalo would gel the
the Mid-American Conference nod for the exact same reason.
Coach Shannon Salsburg said
Tournament Eastern Michigan,
with a 5-13 conference mark, is that tiebreak scenarios are the
furthest thing from her team's
lurking just one game back.
The scenario for the Falcons is
See SOFTBALL | Page 7
a complicated one.
Should they end up tied with
Reporter

The Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Bob Baffert
had so much success in his early
years at the Kentucky Derby he
thought it would go on forever.
Three wins in six years will do
that. Then karma caught up
and sent him into a humbling
slide.
He's hoping to change his
luck Saturday, when he saddles
Pioneerof the Nile, the early cosecond choice in the morning
line. The colt is Baffert's first
serious contender since he won
his third Derby in 2002.
"He has the fight in him," he
said.
For the first time in a while, so
does Baffert.
"I've been obsessed with the
Derby, but how can you not be?
Any trainer thai doesn't want
to win the Derby needs lo take
another job," he said.
Baffert nearly won America's
most famous horse race in his
first try in 1996. Cavonnier lost
by a nose to Grindstone and
trainer D. Wayne Lukas, igniting a rivalry between the veteran and the brash newcomer.
"There was a time we just
couldn't stand each other,"
Baffert said. "He raised the bar
and I was trying to gel lo it."
It didn't take long. Baffert won
the following year with Silver
Charm and repealed in 1998
with Real Quiel.
"I've spoiled myself," he said.
"It was getting to the point where
1 though!, 'Oh, this is easy."'
Then the Derby gods intervened.
Baffert kepi finding a way lo
show up on the first Saturday
in May, failing each time to get
anywhere near the winner's
circle.
"I've been in the paddock and
saddled horses and just felt
nothing," he said. "I told my
wife Jill, 'I'm not going to bring a
horse up here if I feel like I don't
have a chance.' It's just not fun
for me."
Baffert hit rock bottom in
2001 after Point Given, sent off
See DERBY | Page 7

Baseball
vs. Ohio. 1 p.m.

New Quail Hollow layout
has PGA golfers talking

Softball
at Eastern Michigan; 1 p.m

OUR CALL

Doug Farguson

Today in

The Associated Press

Sports History
1992-Los Angeles
Dodgers postpone three
games due to racial riots in
connection with Rodney King.
1940-The Olympics are
canceled.

The List
Hayley Wiemer's illustrious
CHRISOMEARA I AP PHOTO

career may end this weekend.
Here are five top moments
from her career:
1. All MAC: Wiemer
has been selected to the
AII-MAC's first team the past
three seasons.

SILENT: Alex Rodriguez has refused toaddiess new steroid allegations, suggesting he took steroids while still in high school.

Rodriguez refuses to address new
high school steroid allegations

2. Freshman of the
Year: Wiemer won the
MAC's Freshman of the Year
award.

3. Home runs: Her 29
career home runs are a school
record
4. Walks: Her 101 career
walks are also a school record.

5. Academic AllMAC: Has been named to
the Academic All-MAC for
the last two seasons

NEW YORK (API
Alex
Rodriguez refused to address
allegations thai he used steroids
when be was a highly touted
high school player and with the
New York Yankees.
Rodriguez admitted
in
February lo using performanceenhancing drugs while with
the Texas Rangers but insisted
he stopped before he was traded to the Yankees in 2004. He
brushed off a question yesterday
about some details from Sports
Illustrated writer Selena Roberts'
upcoming book "A-Rod" thai
cast doubt on his earlier statements.
"I'm not going there," he said
after homering in an extended
spring training int rast|i>.-id game

in Tampa, l-'la. "I'm just so excit- coach knew it — an allegation
ed about being back on the field the coach, Rich I lofman, denied.
Rodriguez said he wasn't worand playing baseball. My team
has won two games |in a row| up ried that the steroids issue was
there and hopefully I can come being brought up again.
back and help them win some
"No. Not really," he said. "I'm
more."
in a good place. I think more
The Daily News reported in importantly physically I feel
yesterday's edition that Roberts' like I'm getting better everyday.
book offers an unflattering por- We've had a great week here.
trait of the MVP slugger as a We've worked extremely hard,
needy personality who wanted and I'm just very anxious to do
what God put me on this earth
his ego stroked constantly.
The paper doesn't say how it to do, to play baseball."
obtained a copy of the Harper
In the book, an unnamed
Collins book, scheduled to be major leaguer is quoted as sayreleased on Monday.
ing A-Rod and former Yankees
A high school teammate of pitcher Kevin Brown, who was
A-Rod's told Roberts that the
See A-ROD I Page 7
future No. 1 draft pick was on
steroids as a prep player and his

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — A bank's
name in the tournament title
isn't the only thing missing at
Quail Hollow.
That thick rough lining the
fairways is gone, too.
"There's definitely a different
setup," said lim Furyk, a past
winner of what is now the Quail
Hollow Championship. "We've
come here a lot of times where
the rough has been very deep,
thick. It's been a huge premium
on accuracy. And the rough is
very low this year, as low as I've
ever seen it, and probably as low
as I've seen it in almost any tour
event I've ever played, outside of
llarbourtown.
"Obviously, it's a different style."
The PGA Tour has been look-

ing for variety in the way it sets
up a golf course, and the staff had
a surprise for the Quail Hollow
Championship. The rough has
been cut at 2 inches, so instead of
players having to take a mighty
hack out of the thick grass with
hopes of reaching the green, they
now can get a little more creative
with their options.
Not that Quail Hollow will be
there for the taking when the
tournament started yesterday.
To counter the low rough, the
greens are expected to get up to
13 on the Stimpmeter (translation: super fast), putting a premium on the second shot, preferably from the fairway. And the
final three holes remain among
the scariest on tour.
See COURSE | Page 7

Dayton coach wins 500th game
DAYTON (AP) — Dayton's
Tony Vittorio has become the
winningest head baseball coach
in the university's history.
The Indianapolis native has
the Flyers on a nine-game winning streak and earned his
500th career victory Saturday,
with two more wins over the
weekend.
Of his wins, 278 have come in
his 10 seasons at Dayton.
"I heard from a lot of past players, past colleagues, the people
who have been important mentors in my life," the 42-year-old
Vittorio said of the milestone.
"There's been a lot of people who
have been involved in those vic-

tories."
Vittorio became a head coach
at 23. He had head-coaching stints at Lincoln Trail
Community College in Illinois
and NCAA Division II IndianaPurdue at Fort Wayne before
taking over at Dayton.
He said his 500 wins are evidence of two things.
"I've been coaching for a long
time, and I have surrounded
myself with good people and
good things have happened," he
said.
So far this season the Fryers
See DAYTON I
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DERBY
From Page 6
as the 9-6 favorite, was second
turning for home and wound up
fifth. His other horse, Congaree,
led with a quarter-mile to go only
to get beaten by four lengths. In
2002, he picked up War Emblem
three weeks before the Derby
and the colt scored a gate-to-wire
victory, finally returning Baffert
to a familiar spot and the joy of
hoisting (hat gold cup.
"Every time you win one, it's
like winning your first," he said.
"Your whole life passes in front
of you."
Small wonder, then, that
Louisville feels like home to the
Southern California-based trainer. He met [ill, his second wife, at
Churchill Downs and now their
4-year-old son, Bode, returns
with them.
"This town has been so great
to me," he said. "It's very emotional. When you come here with
a good horse, you feel like maybe

BENIOHMAN I THE BG NEWS

STEP IT UP: Coach Danny Schmilz said his pitching staff needs to "step it up" if the team
plans to continue winning.

BASEBALL
From Page 6
in the sixth, however the Irish
pitcher, Todd Miller, pitched
three shutout innings striking
out four to pick up the save.
Five Falcon pitchers allowed 14
Irish hits, while Atkinson picked
up the first loss of his collegiate
career.
Notre Dame starter Steve
Sabatino went five innings
allowing three runs and striking
out four.
After the loss BG will continue
MAC play today with a 3 p.m.
opening pitch against visiting
Ohio University.
The Bobcats are coming off a
series with Otterbein College in
which they outscored the visitors 25-4 in two games.
In order for BG to slow down
one of the better teams in the

SOFTBALL
From Page 6
mind as they prepare for play
this weekend.
"We can't waste our time worrying about all that stuff (tiebreakers] . We just have to go out
and lake care of our business.
If we win all of our games (this
weekend], I am confident we will
be in."
Standing in the Falcons' way
will be a Central Michigan squad
that has a league worst l-16record
but will be looking to play spoiler,
as well as an Eastern Michigan
team that, with a sweep of the
Falcons, could vault themselves
right back into the tournament
picture.
"They (Central and Eastern
Michigan] are both teams that
have power in the middle of their
lineups," Salsburg said. "Wecan't
take either of them for granted."
Eastern Michigan, in particular, is especially potent with the
bat.
The Eagles are anchored by

MAC East they'll need better pitching than they've had
throughout the season.
"We're only going to go as far
as our pitching staff takes us. We
really need some guys to flat out
step it up," Schmitz said. "This
weekend we need our pitching
staff to start carrying their load,
and they haven't done that really
all season."
BG will use their normal weekend rotation of Brennan Smith
today, Matt Malewitz tomorrow
and as Schmitz likes to say. "to
be announced" for the series
finale.
This season BG has sent five
different pitchers to the mound
on Sundays, a day that they
have yet to allow less than seven
runs.
Schmitz did hint at the fact
Atkinson threw the ball well
Wednesday and cou Id be back on
the mound for Sunday's game.
the hard-hitting duo of Stacie
Skodinski, whose .426 batting
average is second in the MAC,
and Icnny Scherer, who has
cranked out 11 home runs.
"Scherer is one of the better
hitters we have in the MAC."
Salsburg said. "She is really a
good all-around player and
someone we will have to be very
careful with."
The Falcons come into the
weekend fresh off a doubleheader with Wright State in which
the Falcons received consecutive drubbings of 14-3 and 8-3.
Salsburg sloughed it off however;
instead taking encouragement
from her team's split with Kent
State a week ago.
"1 think how we played against
Kent State really made our girls
realize that we were capable
of playing at a totally different level when we wanted to,"
Salsburg said. "1 am very happy
overall with where we are at
mentally right now, and I can
tell you that this team is very
focused and ready to go this
weekend."

the extended spring game. He
had a long homer to left center in
his sixth plate appearance.
From Page 6
He will play in another
named in the Mitchell Report, extended spring game today
were seen together with human against Pirates minor leagugrowth hormone — or HGH ers at Pittsburgh's complex in
— in 2004.
Bradenton, Fla.
Rodriguez said he needs to
The book also goes on to say
that two anonymous Yankees run the bases at full speed and
said ihey believed A-Rod was is still on target to return to the
using banned substances based Yankees in May.
on visual side effects, and that a
"I think the last thing I'm going
clubhouse staffer said manage- to do here before I leave is sliding,"
ment had a suspicion that that he said. "I think sliding is probathe third baseman may have bly the thing 1 have the most reservation about because you have
been juicing.
Rodriguez, in Florida rehab- to get on your hip and bounce
bing his surgically repaired hip, on it a little bit. Everything else
went l-for-6 with two walks in seems so far on schedule."

COURSE
From Page 6
It might not matter how the
course is set up.
Quail Hollow — previously known as the Wachovia
Championship, with no mention of Wells Fargo — established itself as one of the premier courses on the PGA Tour
when it made its debut in 2003.
Players love coming to this tournament, which shows in a field
that has attracted Tiger Woods,
Phil Mickelson, Geoff Ogilvy,
Sergio Garcia, defending champion Anthony Kim and a host of
other stars.
"This is one of those tournaments that probably has a little
bit more of a green light to kind
of mess around with the setup
and see what's best and what's
not. because the players like (he
course so much," Furyk said.
Besides, tour players never
agree on everything,
Those who hit it straight off
the tee tend to prefer thick rough
that will punish those who are
more wild. The power players
would rather see shorter rough

DAYTON
From Page 6
(29-14) have walloped 60 home
runs, 11 short of the school
record, with 12 regular-season
games to go. They're hitting.334
and most likely will eclipse the
all-time program mark of .317.
Vittorio has helped transform
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1 can feel that again. You can't most Derby victories at four.
describe the feeling of watching
Lukas will again try to stop
your horse coming down the him. diis time with long shot
middle of the stretch,"
Flying Private.
Earlier this week. Baffert vis"It would lie very selfish for me
ited the Derby Museum and to resent him winning one when
punched up the video of Silver I know what it takes to get here,"
Charm's victory in 1997. The colt Dikassaid.
went on to win the Preakness.
Their days of zinging each
but lost his Triple Crown bid in other publicly have passed,
theBelmont.
although the 73-year-old master
"I started tearing up because it is quick to note that his 13 Triple
brings back all those memories, Crown victories are well ahead of
when 1 came back here widi Bob Baffert's eight.
Lewis," he said, referring to the
Now 56, Baffert is showcascolt's late owner. "I think of him ing a new, kmer-key demeanor,
and everybody I came with."
prompted by his wife's urging to
Baffert's drive sustained him be grateful and behave himself.
when the lean times hit. Three
"I've learned to be competitive
of his richest clients died, cutting in a quieter manner." he said.
off his flow of good horses and "No more woofing."
money to spend at the sales.
If he makes the mind-blurring
He is back at the Derby this year trip from the box seats to the
with his first starter since 2006, winner's circle, Baffert said his
when he ran three horses and (noughts will be of everyone who
none finished better than ninth.
helped him get there, including
If Pionecrof the Nile wins yes- his aging parents watching on
terday, Baffert would tie fellow television back in Nogales, Ariz.
Hall of Earner I.ukas and H.J.
"I've won all these major races,
"Dick" Thompson for second- but the Derby is totally differ-

GARRyjONES

APPH0T0

HOPEFUL Kentucky Derby hopeful
Pioneerof the Nile's trainer Bob Baffert
speaks to reporters following the morning
workout for the 135th Kentucky Derby.

ent liecausc it's so emotional.''
he said. "It's almost like a re|>ort
card of life, that maybe you did
something good."
I le desperately wants to make
the grade again.

to allow them to escape from
errant tee shots.
"Part of the guys are going to
be — we know who a couple of
them are — they're going to be
in here and be raving about how
great the setup is," Furyk said.
"And one of them is left-handed."
He wasn't talking about Nick
O'llern, either.
"If he's here this week, he's
going to love the way it's set up,
and he's going to toll you about
it," Furyk said.
Yes, Mickelson is here this
week.
And after Lefty's pro-am
round Wednesday, he was gushing with praise.
"The setup is awesome,"
Mickelson said. "It's the best
setup I've seen. You're going to
see some birdies, you're going to
sec bogeys. You're going to see
what 1 think is the most exciting shot in golf, which is the
recovery shot. It's no longer a
deal where you have to hack it
out of the rough. You'll be able to
be creative if you hil a bad drive.
That's a great quality.
"It's going to lie an exciting
week."
The field contributes to that,

especially with Woods and
Mickelson playing for the first
time since the Masters, along
with Masters champion Angel
Cabrera and runner-up Chad
Campbell. The other Masters
runner-up, Kenny Perry, is
missing because he's serving
as grand marshal at a Kentucky
Derby parade in his native state.
There was a buzz on
Wednesday, rare for a pro-am

a Flyer team that had several
20-win seasons, but few postseason opportunities.
The coach is on track for his
sixth 30-plus win season since
taking over al Dayton.
He has coached teams that
earned the school's only four
postseason berths into the Aio baseball championship and
won a school-record 36 victories

in 2005.
of Hanover College in Indiana
"We pride ourselves on hard with a double major in busiwork, loyalty, hustle, inten- ness administration and physisity, sportsmanship and com- cal education. He was a fourmunication," he said. "Those year letter winner as a middle
are words that most coaches in fielder and was selected into
typically use, but I like to think the American College Hall of
that we say them and mean Fame.
them with much more passion
He holds a master's degree in
sports management from the
behind it."
The coach is a 1988 graduate University of Kentucky.

CHUCK BUBION

NOT DETERRED: Phil Mickelson and other stars of golf haven't been deterred by the
changed landscape of Quad Hollow

round. Then again, how often do
fans get to see the No. 1 player in
golf and a three-time MVP from
the NFL in the same group. That
would be Woods and Peyton
Manning, playing a pro-am
together for the first time since
Bay Hill four years ago.
"Ran the wrong route,"
Manning said to himself after
yet another errant shot into the
gallery.
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1. LHWayn.-L.il Wayne had
a busy year. The rap icon was
everywhere, not only releasing his
own album "Tha Carter III*, which
included "Lollipop." "A Millie." "Got
Money" and 'Mrs. Officer." but
he was also featured on several
other tracks as well Lil Wayne had
over 10 singles in the last year and
appeared on hits such as "I'm So
Paid" by Alcon, "I'm At War" by
Sean Kingston. Turnin' Me On"
by Keri Hilson. "Can't Believe It"
by T-Pain. "My Life" by The Game
and "Swagger Like Us" by T.I After
Lil Wayne was featured on Kevin
Rudolf's song. "Let It Rock." he
decided to release a rock album
titled "Rebirth" due out in June. The
first single is titled "Prom Queen"
and showcases Lil Wayne on guitar.
2. Tina Fey It is hard to imagine
what the school year would have
been like without Fey. The comedian
started off the year by captivating the world's attention with her
spot-on Sarah Palin impression but
continued to entertain long after the
November election. As "30 Rock's"
Liz Lemon. Fey keeps audiences
laughing week-after-week. But Fey is
at her best when she is being charming and self-deprecating; best exemplified during her numerous award
show acceptance speeches.
3. Michael Phelps - His name
has been on the tip of plenty of
people's tongues, whether it be for
his huge accomplishments or for
hand-dipping in controversy Phelps
has turned his million dollar name
into something legendary, earning eight gold medals at the 2008
summer Olympics in the beginning
of August. Just months later, in
January, a picture of the man almost
every American adolescent looked
up to surfaced and featured him
taking a hit from a marijuana bong.
But by taking full responsibility and
agreeing to the consequences.
Phelps' role model status stayed
intact, and he still remains one of
Americas athletic heroes of today.
4. Seth Rogen - With so many
movies already, you can't go anywhere without catching a glimpse of
him. With his curly hair and signature wit. Seth Rogen has taken the
entertainment world by a storm of'
laughter and has shown no signs of
letting go. Having invested so much
charisma into is oddball characters.
this in-the-moment funny-man is
more than just a stand-up act.
5. Andy Samberg - "Saturday
Night Live" funnyman Andy
Samberg has become the go-to
man for comedic renditions of
popular sounds found on the Top
40 charts. His group "The Lonely
Island." featuring SNL writers Akiva
Schaffer and Jorma Taccone. has
released an album and series of offthe-wall music videos, including "I m
On a Boat" with singer T-Pain. "J"*z
in My Pants" and "Like a Boss" with
actor Seth Rogen.
6. Kings of Leon - Kings of Leon
have kept quiet and stayed in the
shadows since they formed in 1999
but this year the spotlight was on
them. It wasn't until their fourth
studio album. "Only by the Night,"
that the band was recognized for
just how talented they are. Their
biggest success, "Sex on Fire."
opened eyes across America landing them the cover spot in April's
issue of Rolling Stone. Other hits by
the band include "Closer" and "Use
Somebody."
7. The cast of "Lost" - It is impos-

sible to pick one standout member
of the "Lost" ensemble because
each actor- is as vital to the show's
success as the characters they portray Now in its fifth season. "Lost"
has never been better. Even with
time travel. Smokey and the Dharma
Initiative, the shows eclectic groups
of characters and their ever evolving journeys keeps "Lost" locked in
reality.
8. Anne Hathaway - She's the
latest and greatest to truly shine in
the Hollywood limelight, and this
mid-20s super-star hasn't seemed
to let any of it get to her head. With
a lovable personality and bursting
talent. Hathaway has already been
tapped to portray Judy Garland in
an upcoming biopic (that will be on
Broadway as well as onscreen). By
retaining much of the classic
Hollywood actress image, she's a
lonely hope for the great female
actors of the future
9. Rihanna - Despite Rihanna's
recent controversy, she was the
queen of R&B this year. Her album.
'Good Girl Gone Bad." has so far
yielded eight hit singles including "Rehab." "Take A Bow" and
"Disturbia. She was also featured on
T.l.'s party hit titled "Live Your Life.'
Rihanna has stood out by showcasing her incredible voice and talent
and will soon get back to releasing
more hits.
10. Jay Leno - It takes a pretty
influential man to make NBC throw
away scripted programming at the
10 p.m. hour and hand it over to
them Monday through Friday. Leno
may not be the most cutting edge
comedian, but audiences still love
him and NBC still needs him.
11. Robert Downey Jr. - Having
exploded onto the scene again with
the masterful lead performance
of last years "Iron Man. Robert
Downey Jr. is already set to reprise
his role as Tony Stark with a plethora
of new scheduled work. With his
Hollywood-bad-boy image in full
swing, there's no telling where
Downey Jr. will end up next. At least
one thing's for sure, whatever he
does will surely be memorable.
12. Heath Ledger With a career
that hadn't even come close to its
peak. Heath Ledger was a dedicated
creative performer that connected
completely with his roles In turn.
Ledger gained an audience that
inevitably connected to his remarkable work. It's only the greatest of
actors who can make an everlasting
impression on the world. Ledger
made it seem as if he didn't even
have to lift a finger to do so.
13. Leighton Meester and Ed
Westwick - In the second season
of "Gossip Girl." the relationship
between Blair and Chuck has only
gotten better. Full of games, heartache and most of all love, their relationship keeps viewers hanging on
through each and every wicked twist
and turn. Meester and Westwick's
scorching chemistry make Blair and
Chuck a force to be reckoned with.
14. Kate Winslet - For so long she
has been deserving of a recognition
for her powerful work Finally, this
past Oscar ceremony awarded the
best actress statue to Kate Winslet
(for her performance in "The
Reader") who has remained a powerhouse ever since she stepped on
the scene in the early '90s. Now. with
two more haunting performances
under her belt this past year, Winslet
only shows signs of staying true to
herself.
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15. "The Dark Knight" Given
its poetic nature by distinguished
filmmaker Christopher Nolan. "The
Dark Knight" is the first film to finally
restore the deserved recognition of
a genre that has long been seen as
insignificant. Packed with powerful performances, lyrical dialogue
and a fascinating depiction of true
human struggle, this is the movie
that changed the face of superhero
films forever
16. Kanye West Kanye West
is always finding new and creative
ways to remain the best and has
always been successful at doing so.
Many tracks from the album "808s
and Heartbreak" feature West singing with an auto-tune device as
opposed to his typical rapping style.
A milestone was reached this year
when he played a cruel joke on his
fans saying he would no longer use
the caps lock key for every blog. and
that he was now a self-prcclaimed
style icon. Thank Kanye. he will
forever guide us to what is true and
right. In Kanye. we trust.
17. Joshua Jackson - Six years
after "Dawson's Creek'' went off the
air it seemed Jackson, the man that
brought Pacey Witter to life, had left
acting behind. But really. Jackson
was just waiting for the perfect role,
which he found as Peter Bishop on
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50 of the school-year's biggest names,
entertainers and newsmakers
the FOX series "Fringe. Beyond
the creepy stories and overlapping
mythology, the father-son relationship between Jackson's Peter and
John Noble's Walter is the true reason to watch each week.
18. Cougars Young, sexy ladies
weeped as they applauded celebrity
cougars this year, taking the firm,
taught and muscular boy-toyb away
from singledom Demi Moore could
be credited for starting the latest
wave of this trend, but Madonna.
Jennifer Aniston and Halle Berry
sharpened their claws on the prowl
for sexiness giving women everywhere confidence that money can
still buy happiness.
19. LeBron James With a quote
like. "I like being the best. I just want
to get better." people may expect
only arrogance from #25 of the
Cleveland Cavaliers. But as he earns
ego from joining the team at -ige
18 and his big accomplishment with
leading the Cavs in points, he does
nothing but deliver. This current
season is looking good, too: some
even saying the Cavs are on their
way toward their goal of winning the
desired NBA title.
20. Susan Boyle - Susan Boyle
has recently become a household
name as the sound of her surprisingly beautiful voice on "Britain's

By Sarah Moor*. Tannen Gliatta. Aaron Helf ferich.
Matt Liasse. Stephanie Spencer, Laura Lee Caracciolo

Got Talent stole the he
• ■'/erywhere.
At 47 years old. Boyle finally got
become a proft
sional singer by belting "I Dreamed
a Dream" from the musical "Les
Miserables" Her success has been
documented on the Intern'-'
over 30 million views, and Simon
Cowell has been rumored to give
her a record cleal regardless of the
show's outcome.
21. Spencer Grammer - For the
majority of the school year the students of Cyprus-Rhodes University
were on summer break. But. when
"Greek" returned in March
were instantly reminded why they
enrolled Grammer. daughter of
Kelsey Grammer of "Frasier I H
brings Casey Cartwnght to life with
such ease and relatability that it is
easy to imagine Casey sitting in an
Olscamp classroom or having a fight
with Cappie outside the Union.
22. Lindsay Lohan and
Samantha Ronson It was a
ohan and
Ronson. whose on and off relationship served as tabloid fodder. While
Ronson achieved success with her
DJing si
i ireet only
faltered further with her latest bigscreen film. "Labor Pains.' which Is
being pushed to basic cable this

23. "Slumdog Millionaire" - As
Oscar's Best Picture winner, there
is little to discuss other than the
grandeur genuineness that went
into the making of such a wonderful picture. Not only did director
Danny Boyle give "Slumdog" an
endearing cast, but he provided the
world once again with the inspiration to do whatever their minds can
imagine. Best of all. it's guided by a
powerful example of love.
24. Lady Gaga - From songwriter
to performer. Lady Gaga signed
to Interscope with the help of colleague and fnend Akon Gagas
catchy tunes. "Just Dance and
"Poker Face" have been played in
every club and radio station nationwide According to her, it took about
five minutes to write "Just Dance"
when she woke up from a bad
hangover What makes her interesting is her attention to what makes a
person famous, elaborate costumes,
creating a look and an idea to make
people take notice.
25. Mickey Rourke The
Wrestler" truly made a breathtaking statement when Mickey Rourke emerged from the depths of noth- I
mg to move us with a performance £
See TOP 501 Page 10
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com

moresun.com

Kanye - blogs.bet.com

David DeVore- clipaday.com

Joshua Jackson - xemte.org

M.I A. - online.wasj.com

Cougers - babble.com

Hugh Jackman - btog.moviesct.

Lebron James - magazine.conti-

com

nental.com

Jackson Brundrage - tvrage.com

Susan Boyle - inentertainment.

Kutcher/Larry King - daylife.com

co.uk
Spencer Grammer - tegpiayer.

Taylor Swift - 8notes.com

com

Alexander - parlezsport.com

Lindsay and Sam - topnews.in

Anderson Cooper - insidesocial.

Slumdog Millionaire - wowsud-

com

bury.com

Lucas - internetakias.gr

NOW IN PROGRESS

Kim Kardashian - celeb9.com

Lady Gaga- routenole.com

12-year-old father - canadiancrc

Mickey Rourke - theage.com.au

com

check us out online @

BGVlews
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Buy
Back
530 E. WOOSTER
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Save even more!
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Saturday 9am-5pm
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TOP
50
From Page 9
so brutally honest and emotionally
tender As someone who was down
for the count and almost unworthy
of a comeback. Mickey reminded
the world that no matter what.
everyone always deserves a second
chance.
26. "Twilight- - Vampire-mortal
love stories have always been popular in entertainment, but none have
had such a death grip on pop culture like "Twilight" has this year. The
mania started with the theatrical
release in November and only grew
with the release of merchandising.
the director's onset diary and the
DVD. And the debates between
Team Edward" and 'Team Jacob"
became almost as healed as the
"Team Obama" and "Team McCain"
debates. With the release of "New
Moon just around the corner,
Twilight" shows no signs of sucking
in its last breath.
27. Big Families Poor, poor
Octomom. The woman who had
eight babies at once, and had
six other kids at home with her
parents turned this mother of 14
into a monster. The problems with
in-vitro fertilization, the likes to Dr.
Frankenstein, were written m horror
of women producing litters of children TLC's hit shows "Jon and Kate
Plus 8" and "18 Kids and Counting"
now came under scrutiny because
of the strain their abnormally large
families had on everyone involved
2B. Britney Spears - Britney is
back and better than ever. After
her documentary "For The Record"
was aired on MTV she released her
sixth studio album. "Circus." The
first single. "Womanizer." became
Britney's first number one single
on the Billboard Hot 100 since "...
Baby One More Time" was released
almost 10 years prior. Tracks such
as "Circus." "If U Seek Amy,"
"Shattered Glass" and "Amnesia"
prove Bntney can rise above anything and i$ still one of the most
successful artists of our generation.
29. Joel McHaU - A show completely composed of other TV show
clips can be a hard sell, but "The
Soup's" McHale actually does viewers a favor. His biting commentary
on television is packed with hilarity.
sincerity and disdain. Past "Soup"
hosts, including Aisha Tyler and
Greg Kinnear. have gone on to
make big names for themselves, and
McHale is bound to follow in their
footsteps.
50. Christian BaU - Recorded on
a movie set without his knowledge,
Christian Bale berated the staff of
the movie he was working on last
year. It wasn't until the audio tape
of the blowout hit the Internet that
Bale apologized for his temper.
Rumors that the actor was "difficult"
may hurt his chance at meaty parts
in the future.
51. Will.i.am - During election
season last year. Black Eyed Peas'
front man Will.i.am wrote a song
titled "Yes We Can," inspired by
President Barack Obama's historical
speech. Many celebrities lent their
voices to the tune, and Will.i.am was
just one of many individuals who
used his respected craft to urge citizens to vote. The millions of views
for "Yes We Can's" YouTube video
demonstrate the ultimate impact
celebrities had on the young voter
turnout last year.
32. MGMT - Nobody saw
MGMT coming. Their debut album
titled "Oracular Spectacular" included hits. "Time To Pretend." "Kids"
and "Electric Feel." The record is a
combination of synthpop, dancepunk and psychedelic pop. MGMT
has been featured in various shows
and movies including "CSI: NY,"
"Gossip Girl." "90210" and "Tropic
Thunder" Their unique sound is
bound to get stuck in anyone's
head, and MGMT have been credited for paving the path to bizarre
sounds that work.
33. A-Rod - The third-baseman
for the New York Yankees could
hot stay out of the spotlight over
the school year. All in a few months
time. Rodriguez has admitted
to steroid use, divorced his wife
of more than five years and was
rumored to be having an affair with
pop phenomenon, Madonna. Even
with the recent headlines of bad
press, fans are still gearing up for his
return to the team after an injury
on his right hip has kept him off the
field.
34. Celebrity deaths - This year.
many big-name celebrity deaths
shocked rhe public. Funnyman
Bernie Mac and Dave Matthew's
Band saxophonist Leroi Moore
passed away unexpectedly. Classic
stars like Paul Newman and Bea
Arthur still ached as a part of dying
Americana, and memorial tributes
filled award shows and speeches
35. "Wall-E" - He might be just a
tiny little robot, but Pixar has made
the adorable Wall-E into a first rate
example of why animation is one
of the most important contributors
fo the experience of cinema. His
incredible personality makes for a
joyous character that's far superior
to any style of a live-action film.
"Wall-E" truly is a treasure that has
moved the hearts and minds of
people everywhere.
36. T-PaJn - The King of Auto-

Tune had another great year. T-Pain
hasn't been out of the spotlight
since he came into it in 2005. He
is known for collaborating with
musicians in most of his songs, and
this year was no different. T-Pain
released many tracks including
"Can't Believe It" featuring Lil
Wayne. "Chopped and Skrewed"
featuring Ludacris and "Freeze" featuring Chris Brown
37. Seth MacFarlane - "Family
Guy" is one of those rare shows that
no matter how many times a viewer
has seen an episode, it just keeps
getting funnier The show's success
can almost entirely be credited to
MacFarlane. Plus the guy came to
campus this year, which automatically earns him a spot on the list.
31. Almost un-famous - They're
still here? Before you knew it. they
were on the scene. Proving once
again that once you're famous you
just have to get arrested enough
times to be in the spotlight lor
years to come. Sure, you can have
a baby, radical plastic surgery, look
for love on Vhl. or switch religions,
sexuality, whatever hare-bramed
scheme a publicist comes up with in
the middle of a three-day bender.
After the hump, sometimes literally
by a "sex tape scandal." offers for
Candies shoes and liquor ad promotions open up the flood gates to
further fame.
39. Tiger Woods - Woods created
huge excitement at the Masters
Tournament in April, with his
neck-and-neck plays against Phil
Mickelson. but he is not slowing
down now. He has announced he
will be playing at the Quail Hollow
Championship. Woods has said
that he is "happy with the progress"
he has seen in himself, and he will
continue to grow with his career.
His "never give up attitude" makes
him influential and made everyone
ecstatic for him when he welcomed
his second child in February.
40. David DeVore - Who would
have thought "David After Dentist."
a video documenting a 7-year-old
boy's disonentation after a trip to
the dentist, could have become a
viral sensation? The video was shot
via camera phone, and the question of whether or not the video
was comic relief or a disturbing
act of parenting made waves on
the "TODAY" show. The video
received over 16 million views, and
DeVore even won a trip to Disney
World because of his loopy antics.
41. M.I.A - M.I.A. is a stand out
icon. She has style, attitude, lyrics
and beats that will rock anyone's
socks off. The "Paper Planes"
star contributed songs for the
highly acclaimed film. "Slumdog
Millionaire." including "O Saya,"
which was nominated for many
awards. M.I.A. also performed her
current hit single "Swagga Like Us"
with Jay-Z. T.I., Kanye West and Lil
Wayne at this year's Grammys and
gave birth days later.
42. Hugh Jack man • He has
starred on Broadway, tackled the
film industry, hosted the Tonys,
hosted the Oscars, been named
the sexiest man alive and this summer he's starring in his very own
blockbuster franchise film as the
character that made him an icon. Is
there anything Hugh Jackman can't
do? No matter what other hidden
talents he might have, he's a remarkable performer and an even more
incredible human being.
43. Jackson Brundage - One
Tree Hill's" four-year time-jump
last season was the best thing the
series ever did for multiple reasons,
but none more so than it allowed
Brundage to join the cast as Jamie
Scott. Brundage makes a scene better just because he's there. While
he has comedy down to a science.
Brundage is also able to play dramatic scenes better than most of
his cast. Need proof? Look no further than the episode of Quentins
funeral.
44. Ashton Kutcher, Larry King
battle - The latest wave of social
networking, Twitter was adopted
by celebrities and talking heads as
well as regular joes. Larry King and
Ashton Kutcher made headlines as
they battled to be the first to have 1
million followers Ultimately. Kutcher
won, but Twitter stands to be the
biggest winner of all. because now
'tweeting' is all the rage.
45. Taylor Swift - Singer/songwriter Taylor Swift's latest release.
"Fearless." debuted at No 1 on the
Billboard 200 Album chart. Swift's
outrageous sales were the highest
of any female artist in all genres of
music, and her lead single. "Love
Story," became a hit on both country and pop charts. The 19-year-old
was named country music's best
selling artist of 2008 and is currently
on tour.
44. Kim Kardashian - The
28-year-old curvaceous reality
star from "Keeping Up With The
Kardashians," and noted girlfriend of
NFL player Reggie Bush, released
a sexy calendar of herself for the
world to admire every day of 2009.
Her looks also attracted the attention of Natalie Dylan, a 22-year-old
woman who plans to sell her virginity online. She told nydailynews.com
in January that she wouldn't mind
getting de-flowered by Kardashian.
even though she is a heterosexual.
47. Alexander Ovechkin - Just
months after the Washington

Capitals Winger signed a $124 million. 13-year contract, his team saw
a rough past season. But even with
the lackluster season, he has scored
what NHL enthusiasts are now calling one of the "greatest goals in
playoff history," in which he got past
one player, passed the puck through
another and used his backhand to
beat the goalie to the puck when
he began to tumble to the ground.
When asked to comment about the
goal. Ovechkin modestly said he
was just "lucky.
48. Anderson Cooper • With the
presidential election, it was a big
year for cable news hosts and none
delivered better than Cooper But
it was Cooper's take on pop culture,
not the election, which made him
the center of attention. Whether
talking about his hatred for the
Lohan family, his love for "The Real
Housewives of Atlanta" or hanging
with Kathy Griffin on New Year's
Eve, Cooper continues to redefine
what a news anchor is.
49. Lucas Cruikshank - Fred
Figglehorn is a 6-year-old fictional
character who calls YouTube home,
played and created by 15-year-old
Cruikshank. The exuberant, highpitched and fast-speaking character
stars in videos about his dysfunctional daily life, including plotlines
about April Fool's Day. swimming
and rescuing squirrels. Fred's channel reached 1 million subscribers
in March, and Hot Topic has even
begun selling Fred t-shirts.
50. Twelve-year-old father - In
Britain this past winter, news of a 12year-old boy fathering a child were
made even spookier when pictures
of him. his girlfriend and the child
made it to American newspapers.
He did look young, and right after
the photo he went outside to recess.
The mother. 15. claimed they lost
their virginities to each other, but a
paternity test proved otherwise. The
couple's parents figured the media
attention would horrify people
enough to make them donate
money.
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ACROSS

1 Features o( some notebooks
5 Van _, Calif.
9 Like most acorns
14 Fumbling reaction
15 One of Chekhov's "Three Sisters"
16 Whinnying African
17 Kotter portrayer Kaplan
18 Inert gas
19 Winner over Alexander in 1804
20 Ralph Mclnerny's priest/detective
23 Console
25 Pie-mode link
26 That's a moray
27 Place to order gefilte fish

anything": Huxley
Horned viper
Try
"This _ stickup"
were
Scarlett's last words
Short change?
Burt's costar in "The Killers"
Port ENE of Cleveland, O.
Pressure to conform, and a
hint to the hidden word found
in
20-, 27- and 51-Across
61 First toothbrush to go to the
moon
62 Diplomat's forte
63 Grab
66 Negro Leagues great Buck
67 Deco notable
68 Largest known dwarf planet
69 Clear up
70 Visionary
71 Nutritional stds.
43
45
47
48
51
54
55
56
57

30 Memo opener
31
32
33
35
37
39

Elected officials
Fly high
Back (out)
Irish author Bmchy
It has a legend
"A literary device for saying
almost everything about almost

New BGSU football helmet cakes &
Frieda Falcon eggs Call
419-308-8542 to order (or graduation
or e-mail Tobtservice@cs.com

Services Offered
Southside Storage. 993 S. Main St,
has units available for summer!

Call 419-353-8206
Personals
Reward leading to arrest/ conviction
of those involved in assault on 4/25
on shuttle at Enclave. Call 352-2571.

Wanted
Female subleaser needed lor
summer '09, $3107mo. 2 blocks from
campus, fully fum. Call Michelle al
419-377-8284/ Jaime 419-908-3290
Room-males needed lor Aug 09,
huge 3 BR, 2 bath house. 141 Troup,
$280-$350<mo, call 419-308-3944.
Roommate needed to sublease room
in house w/ 4 girls, 146 S. College,
Aug 09-Aug '10 , call 419-410-7150.
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VOTED BEST PIZZA

PISHNaLO'S

! SPECIALS!
>ur coupon menu at
f.pisanellos.com

203 N. Main *£****
352-5166 1
$6 50 Minimum
|u
• Lunch Fri. - Sat. ■ Sun.
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

SUMMER OPENINGS
Flex sched, $14 25 base - appt,
customer sales/service, will train,
all ages 17+. interview now,
start after finals! Call 419-740-7299

1 S 2 BR apts. close to campus,
avail, in May, for more info
call Gary at 419-352-5414

Apts Studio- 1,2 S3 BR,
www.fiterentals.com
May & Aug. call 419-353-8206

1 BR apt close to campus.
S395/mo + electnc, pet fnendly
Avail now & Aug, call 419-708-9981

Avail Aug. Great houses. Great locations1 1BR -S395/mo, 3BR -$795/mo
Also properties zoned for
5 -S1200/mo 8 6 -S1600/mo.
Call 419-353-0326 for details.
Ask about security deposit specials!

For Sale
Campus Events

■

14

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

The BG Nevra will noi knowingly' arrrpf
advertisement! ih.it discriminate, or
encourage discrimination again*! any Individual or group on the basil of nice. urx.
color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual
orientation, disability", stmus as a veteran,
or on the basis ol any oihet legally protected status.
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1 Harbor vessel
2 "Of course!"
3 Choreographer with nine
Tonys
4 Sword holder
5 Unlikely protagonist
6 Peter Fonda role
7 Lab assistant In a 1939 film
8 Bit of beachwear
9 Conductor Seiji
10 Baby beef?
11 Leno's successor42 "Divine Secrets of the
to-be
Sisterhood"
12 One with pressing
44 Finish the road
duties?
46 Basic need
13 Hang loosely
48 Blessing evokers
21 Doctors' works
49 Canned heat
22 Mixed bag
50 Sabra's home
23 Take from the top
52 1598 edict city
24 O'Neill's daughter
53 Cowboy singer Tex
28 River barner
55 Saunter
29 Love poetry Muse
58 MDCLXII * III
30" on me"
59 Container weight
34 "Great" czar
36 Large container
60 _ de vente: bill of
sale
38 Favorite
64 Rio or Rondo
40 Spot for a garden
65 Shaky start?
41 "Pronto!"
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HUGE APARTMENT COMMUNITY
RUMMAGE SALE!
Saturday, May 2nd, 10am-2pm.
Varsity Square Apts.
1097 Varsity E. (across from PetCo)
419-353-7715
Rain date - Sun, May 3, 10am-3pm

For Rent

1 BR avail. Aug. 09.
443 N Enterprise. S300/mo.
1BR avail Aug 09.
112 Ridge St. $350/mo.
Efficiency apt avail,
443 N. Enterprise. S250/mo.
Call 419-308-2458.

Avail now. newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR. each w/ priv. bath & entrance.
Close to campus, S950/mo + eiec.
Call 419-708-9981.

2BR duplex w/ Irg LR, util w/ W/D,
8th S High St. $595/mo. garage avail
avail. May. call 419-352-8872

Avail. May 1. 1-2 BR house. W/D.
close to campus, S385/mo per pers.
Call 937-726-7703.

2BR duplex. Irg LR. Irg bath w/ W/D,
garage avail, S595/mo, avail May,

Basement Apt. Near Campus
$350/mo. util ind.
Call 419-352-5882

call 419-352-8872
• ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL ■
2 BR apt -1026 E Wooster,
S595/mo. avail NOWI
2 huge BR apt -1024 E. Wooster,
$495/mo, avail. August.
1 BR apt - 920 E Wooster.
S495/mo incl. all util. avail Aug 09.
2 - 2BR apts - 920 E. Wooster,
S695/mo, avail May S Aug

2BR. 1 bath - Garden Grove Townhouses. S495/mo 12 mo lease +dep,
$545/mo school year lease ♦ dep,
$570/mo semester lease ♦ dep,
Pay in full - pay next lower amount!
Call 419-353-5891.

Call 614-668-1116

3 BR home, 1 block to campus,
off-street parking, full kitchen, W/D.
Call 419-353-9102 for more info

•• 2 and 3 BR apts/houses, 09-10 sy,
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

3 room efficiency, furnished,
$375/mo, available May 1st.
Call 419-601-3225.

••Avail, summer &/or 1st semester
only, see Cartyrentals com

3BR house available August.
606 5th St, $850/mo *util, excellent
condition! Call 419-308-2458

Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
12 month leases only:
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $900 ♦ util,
424 S. College - 3BR house
$700/mo ♦ utilities,
818/822 2nd St-2BR,
$5l0/mo + elec
453 S Prospect B- 1BR,
S330/mo » electric
www.bgapartments.com
S. Smith Contracting

419-352-8917

3BR. 2 bath - house w/ den, 5th St,
$750/mo. avail May,
call 419-352-8872.
426 E. Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm,

avail Fall 2009, $475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
4BR. 2 balh - house, bsmt w/ W/D
hookup, Wooster St, $1050/mo,
avail May. call 419-352-8872

Shamrock Storage -1724 E Wooster.
Summer storage near campus avail
Call 419-354-0070 to reserve today!
Summit Hill - 418 S. Summit St,
2 BR, A/C. garage. W/D. remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
130-134 Liberty St - 1 8 2 BR's avail

$465-S625/mo • gas 8 elec.
Call 419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgmt com
The Highlands - 220 Napoleon Rd
1BR apts, S375-S415/mo + elec.
Jay-Mar 8th 8 High St
2BR apts - S475-495/mo ♦ gas/elec
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F.
wwwbghighlandmgmt.com
The Homestead
1,2 BR's 8 1 BR w/ study apts
$515-650/mo + all util. great location!

Call 419-354-6036. 9am-3pm. M-F.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Very nice, large 3-4 BR, block frm
campus W/D, garage, rec room,
pet friendly, call 419-806-4219.

Help Wanted
(BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Instructor needs childcare for
3yr/old twins in BG home.
Call 419-466-8363 for more info
or e-mail: stacif@bgsu.edu

SHAMROCK
VILLAGE Sfe
Condominiums^A
Storage & Studios

• Near Campus
• Low Rates
• Accessable 24 hrs
• 1724 E, Wooster
Near Bob Evans

Summer
Storage!

SoutdScete Stonaa

Units available
for Summer!
Clean • Paved * Fenced-in
5x10 • 10x10 • 10x15

993 S. Main
iind SuuthSid« Laundi

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

419.353.8206

Call Today lo Reserve a Unit:

(419)354-0070
wvvw.shamrockbg.com

—Now Renting —
Apartments and Houses
Available May and August

IVYWOODAPTS.*
1 Bdrms./Studios
Spring Special
*
Reduced Kent

«
*
*

Near BGSU. private
patio/entrance, extra
storage, pets welcome
"• short-term leases avail.
J£
Also, no Security
% Deposit and 1/2 off 1st
month if you move in
before 5/31/09.'

$8 - $14+ an hour!

*
>

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

#* 419-352-7691 BHO£

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

*flf»

*ReMriclions Apply

wwnw.homecilylce.com

1-800-899-8070

